
Fast, simple and secure access for remote employees. 

MSP-friendly 
Datto Secure Edge was designed to give MSPs  
the power and control needed to efficiently manage  
dispersed endpoints and users. By pairing features like  
simple cloud-deployment and dynamic scalability with  
friendly pricing, warranty, and support, Datto Secure  
Edge fully equips MSPs for the remote working world.

Advanced security
Datto Secure Edge extends the corporate 
security envelope offsite to protect users and 
their data wherever they’re located. With cloud-based  
security tools like NG Firewall content filtering, and 
threat management, Secure Edge provides 
end-to-end safety across dispersed networks. 

Dedicated cloud firewall 
Rest assured knowing that cloud-based firewall 
and traffic is never shared nor split among 
businesses. This avoids potential security risks 
and degraded quality of service when multiple business 
tenants are sharing the same cloud resources.

 

Diverse compatibility
Datto Secure Edge is compatible with many edge 
devices for minimal disruption to existing SMB 
networks. Additionally, it integrates with third-party ID 
Providers (IDPs) for a simple end-user authentication 
solution and more advanced IDP + multi-factor 
authentication.  

Your work WiFi, at home
When choosing to use the Datto Secure Edge 
appliance, the corporate WiFi SSID is automatically 
advertised for a seamless transition to your home office. 

Secure SaaS applications 
Because Secure Edge next-generation cloud 
firewall’s public IP address is static, it’s easy and 
efficient to restrict access to commonly attacked 
SaaS services.

More applications are migrating to the cloud and 
work from home or hybrid work arrangements are 
here to stay as existing perimeter security solutions 
are not up to the task. Saas usage and work from 
anywhere are breaking traditional solutions with the 
new reality that the “network edge is everywhere”. 
Current capabilities limit the overall quality of 
the remote working experience. Inferior security, 
cumbersome access, and underpowered security 
solutions create problems like video conferencing 
disruptions and security breaches and that 
make remote work difficult and proper security 
uncontrollable by the MSP.

Datto Secure Edge is a cloud-managed secure access solution for dispersed networks that improves the overall 
safety, speed and usability of the work from home or on the go experience. This solution provides fast, simple 
and secure access to business applications located in the cloud or on-site. It does this by providing access 
control and security capabilities for remote employees in a profitable service designed for MSPs.
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With the diverse compatibility of Datto Secure Edge, MSPs can deliver advanced end-to-end security MSPs need 
to manage hybrid environments. With features such as network traffic prioritization and content filtering, MSPs 
can provide the access, speed, security, and connectivity their clients need, no matter where they are. Datto 
Secure Edge is a single, cloud-based solution designed for MSPs that can be easily deployed in minutes by one 
person allowing for the capability to efficiently manage network controls and prioritize business applications. 

Next-gen firewall
Secure Edge brings remote workers into the  
corporate security envelope by extending key 
security tools from the cloud-like firewall defense, DNS 
filtering, and application control services to protect users 
and their data wherever they’re located.  

Corporate WiFi advertising
Replicate the work environment at home and do 
away with clunky, user-dependent connection  
methods by advertising the corporate SSID and  
connecting directly to work WiFi.   
Optional Secure Edge Device required.

Speed and performance
Leverage the fast VPN speeds, advanced 
encryption, workstream separation and prioritization 
of critical business applications over public traffic and 
alleviate the competition for bandwidth.

Simple licensing and 
deployment
Pooled licensing, transferable seats, and subscription 
flexibility eases deployment and the opportunity for 
providers to perform self-service tasks to simplify and 
speed service activation.

Management and control
Secure Edge gives MSPs the power to monitor 
and control remote endpoints with usage tracking 
and alerts, dedicated activity reporting, auto-optimization, 
built-in support tools, and application control.  
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